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ST IVES PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB 
 

MINUTES OF 2019/20 AGM 
 

 

Time and Date: 8.00 pm; 15
th
 September, 2020 

 

Attendees: 

 

Office and Committee Members: 

 

Role Name 

President Steve Laws 

Vice-President Brian Sibley 

Treasurer Peter Wills 

Secretary Tim Norman 

Assistant Programme Secretary Steve Eeley 

Assistant Competition Secretary Louisa Christie 

Equipment Officer Jonathan Sayer 
 

Together with the following Club members: 

 

Debbie Hall, Steve Eeeley, Dave Norman, Frankie Chapman, Gary Dean, Graham Crossley, Graham 

Davey, Graham Shirra, Ian Montgomery, Ivan Barrett, Brian Gilmour, Karen Laws, Kim Human, 

Louisa Christie, Nicky Cope, Nigel Morris, Phil Rawlins, Ray Houghton, Stan Mace, Stephen Hardy, 

Tony Cole and Mark Anderson. 

       

Apologies for absence were received from: Alice Kendrick, Mark Hudson, Paul Dobson and Bryan 

Basketter. 

 

 

1 Minutes of last AGM of 30
th

 April 2019 

 

Minutes produced by Tim Norman last year were formally approved by the members. 

 

 

2 Matters Arising 

 

Steve Laws noted that the committee was still following up on the issue relating to dealing with 

feedback on external speakers (Item 3 in the minutes of 30
th
 April 2019). 

 

It was noted that several members took up the option of E-membership last year and that several have 

requested it for the coming year. 
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3 President’s Report 

 

Steve Laws presented his report (see Final Report for 2019/20) highlighting that it was a challenging 

year, but that the Club had adapted well, including switching to online meetings. It was noted that we 

had not forgone too many competitions. 

 

The number of club members has increased from 54 to 60 this year with good attendance at meetings 

and competitions. Club finances remain in good health and the decision to reduce membership fees 

can be afforded, even it is leads to a small overall loss in the current financial year.  

 

The committee has met 5 times since the last AGM and attendance has been good, even during lock 

down. Steve thanked the Committee for their work. 

 

Interprint went well and continues to generate a good income, keeping membership fees down. Whilst 

the Committee wants to proceed with Interprint in 2021 we have to work within the restrictions that 

may be imposed on us. In this respect it is noted that EAF won’t proceed with their competition this 

year, but this may be because they use a very small hall. Gary Dean highlighted that there may be 

ways to configure the competition to reduce risk and Tim Norman confirmed there would be an 

Interprint meeting soon and these ideas would be considered. 

 

Steve concluded by stating that hopes we can meet again at the Church soon. 

 

 

4 Treasurer’s Report 

 

Peter Wills presented his report (see Final Report for 2019/20) and highlighted the profit of £1,563.54 

for the year. Club assets have increased to £17,715.44 and Peter proposed that we consider replacing 

the display boards. 

 

There are several costs that have not arisen yet including an unpresented cheque and the cost for the 

Church has not been requested. 

 

Peter noted that Interprint remains an important source of income for the Club. 

 

In light of the healthy financial position and limited options for physical meetings, Peter proposed that 

membership fees are reduced to £20 for the 2020/21 year. 

 

Gary Dean inquired about Annual Dinner costs which appeared to exceed income and Peter clarified 

that this because the Club had covered the costs of some aspects of the meal. 

 

Ian Montgomery asked about the cost of summer outings, noting that these had not taken place this 

year. But Peter informed that these were costs arising from summer 2019. 

  

Steve Laws noted that there was no income indicated for the hire of display boards by Swavesey, but 

it was considered that this is likely due to Swavesey having cancelled their event due to COVID 19. 

 

Steve Laws also noted that the Club is still in receipt of a £300 donation from Peter West and invited 

suggestions for how to use it to honour the memory of Peter.  Stan Mace suggested replacing some of 

the trophies. Steve agreed that this would be considered by the Committee. 

 

Steve Laws proposed that the accounts be accepted and they were unanimously accepted. 

 

 

 

 

https://stives-photoclub.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/SIPC-AGM-2019-2020-Final-Report.pdf
https://stives-photoclub.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/SIPC-AGM-2019-2020-Final-Report.pdf
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5 Competition Secretary’s Report 

 

Tim Norman presented Alice’s report in her absence (see Final Report for 2019/20).  The Club has 

had a busy year of competitions that has only been partly affected by Coronavirus.  Alice thanked 

Naomi Peel, who recently stood down from her supporting role, for her support and help and 

welcomed Paul Dobson and Louisa Christie who have volunteered to support and join the committee.  

Participation in internal DPI competitions has been higher than last year. Print competitions have been 

less well entered, although 16 members participated.  

 

Stand-alone competitions have also been well supported this year, although the Annual Print 

competition had to be cancelled due to the current pandemic. The Annual DPI competition showed a 

significant increase in involvement. Alice highlighted the contributions of several members, but noted 

that Gary Dean, in particular, had had a very successful year. 

 

The new online image entry system, PhotoEntry, had been successful and has made it significantly 

easier to organise and manage competitions.  

 

Concerning external competitions, the Club has had mixed results, winning the Swavesey battle, 

coming close in the 4-way but doing less well in the Cambridge digital competition and EAF 

competitions. The key message is that there is room for improvement in external competitions. 

 

Alice thanked those involved in Interprint for their help in another successful event which raises 

valuable income for the Club. 

 

Stephen Hardy asked whether anything more can be done to encourage more members to enter 

internal competitions. Steve Laws pointed out that we have a lot of DPI entries. Tony Cole noted that 

the proportion of people competing is quite high but that more could be done to encourage print 

submissions. It was noted that the Committee has been looking at ways to encourage members to 

submit printed images and will continue to do so. 

 

6 Re-Election of Club Officers 

 

Steve Laws thanked the Committee for its help through the year and made special mention of Mark 

Hudson, who had stepped in at short notice to help with the programme. Having prepared an 

interesting programme of talks and events, these had to be cancelled or reorganised due to 

Coronavirus. 

 

Peter Wills was nominated for re-election in the position of Honorary Treasurer and this was 

unanimously accepted by the Members.  

 

7 Election of Committee Members 

 

None 

  

https://stives-photoclub.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/SIPC-AGM-2019-2020-Final-Report.pdf
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8 Proposals 

 

1. Proposal B.1 Additional Class for Annual Competition – Transport (Rule 5.3) 

2. Proposal B.2 Increase number of images for Annual Competition (Rule 5.3.1) 

3. Proposal B.3 Eligibility to win a cup/shield in the phot competitions 

 

Proposal B.1 Additional Class for Annual Competition - Transport 

 

Ian Montgomery proposed the inclusion of a new category in the Annual Competitions on the subject 

of Transport, noting that some images don’t fit into any other category. 

 

Alice responded that it’s a good idea, but on a practical note we struggle to get through all the 

categories and we also have to make sure the judge understands the categories and that images 

comply creates more work. 

 

Tony Cole agreed with Alice and said that if we had another class (which he doesn’t support) then it 

should be an open category. 

 

Stan Mace and Ian Montgomery both felt that current approach tended to lead to entries being 

submitted into a small number of classes. 

 

Steve Laws pointed out that the monthly competition is already open (without categories) and so 

having themes in the annual is helpful, but there are potentially a large variety of options. 

 

Steve Eeley suggested replacing Sports Action with just Action (which could then include some of the 

types of images that Ian Montgomery was proposing). 

 

Debbie Hall suggested an alternating set of themes which would lead to greater variety in the types of 

images being submitted. It was noted that for this approach to work the categories would need to be 

confirmed prior to the season (and probably before the preceding summer period) in order for 

members to acquire their images. On this basis it could not be implemented until the 2021-22 season. 

 

It was agreed that this could be considered by the Committee. 

 

To conclude a vote was called on the motion B.1 which was rejected (7 for and 12 against). 

 

Action:  

Use of rotating categories in the Annual Exhibition to be considered by the Committee. 

 

 

 

Proposal B.2 Increase number of images for Annual Competition (Rule 5.3.1) 

 

Proposal B.2 which was also made by Ian Montgomery was contingent on agreement of B.1. As 

proposal B.1 was rejected there was no further discussion of this proposal. 

 

 

 

Proposal B.3 Eligibility to win a cup/shield in the photo competitions 

 

Ian Montgomery also proposed that only those who regularly attend the club meetings should be 

eligible to win cups, shields or trophies. This would prevent the circumstances in which someone who 

was not an active member could enter (and potentially win) a competition provided they had paid 

their membership fees. 
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There was discussion about the circumstances in which this might arise, and it was acknowledged that 

this was more of a potential issue than one which had already arisen. 

 

Tony Cole also pointed out that circumstances might arise when a member who was otherwise active 

might not be able to take part in regular meetings due to illness or injury and could then fall foul of 

this rule no fault of their own. 

 

 

To conclude a vote was called on the motion B.3 which was rejected (1 for with the remainder 

against). 

 

 

9 AOB 

 

Brian Sibley thanked Steve Laws for his efforts this year. 

 

Tony Cole noted that he really missed the summer programme and hoped that it would be possible to 

run it next year even if coronavirus is still a problem. 

 

The meeting closed at 21:20. 

 

 

Tim Norman 

Secretary St Ives Photographic Club 

15
th
 September 2020 


